
SERVITIZATION MANAGER: NEW FIGURES IN 

THE INDUSTRY 4.0 TO DEVELOP 

SUSTAINABLE INNOVATIONS

Building skills in the company to develop strategies and projects of

Servitization

EXECUTIVE COURSE



The way we do business is changing.

Companies must operate within increasingly complex and hectic contexts. The increase in complexity is caused by

many factors, including a scenario in which products become obsolete before being launched on the market,

sudden changes in consumer habits and the trend of change and modernization induced by the entry into the 4.0

era.

To stay competitive, firms must therefore be capable of responding and adapting rapidly to this fast-changing

economic and digital world and it will no longer be enough to be the most agile in the organization, the most

efficient in production or the best at designing products. . . Today, opportunities go beyond the tangible asset and

require moving away from the logic based on goods to concentrate on business models focused on integrated

value-added services linked to the product itself.

Enriching one’s value proposition with the addition of services and solutions is called “Servitization.”

Servitization is a path leading to the expansion of s company’s capacities in creating greater value for the final

consumer, by selling results and services related to its products rather than just the products themselves.

Achieving servitization is not easy. It requires manufacturers to rethink design, development and distribution of

products and arrangements for the monetization of the related services.

In this process, the technological and digital component surely is an enabling factor and an accelerator, but

Servitization has also a strong impact on marketing, on the relationship with customers, on sales, on social

networks, on the economic and ethical aspects of the company and, more in general, on the whole organization.

This means not only “selling” services, but more importantly, “compete” through services.

Essentially, this is a strategic transformation affecting most of the company’s silos, and it demands a new culture

aligned to new needs.

Services are not an accessory element, they are an essential component in the competitive differentiation that can

increase the value for the customer.

Read more about Servitization at https://servitizationmanager.eu/

INTRODUCTION TO

SERVITIZATION

https://servitizationmanager.eu/


Identikit: Servitization Manager

Servitization Managers are professionals - part or not part of the company – with a cross-sectional view of all 

business processes, mastering 4.0 technologies, who focus all their attention to empathize with customers and 

design products-services as close as possible to client’s real needs.

A new strategic figure within companies, as their knowledge and skills are necessary for the cultural transformation 

of firms.

Their task goes beyond formulating business plans that shift the focus from selling the product alone, to bring 

greater and ongoing value to the customer: they make sure to break down corporate silos so that the resulting 

business model is truly the result of convinced collaboration by all the various corporate departments.

This new figure is designed to give "materiality" to the development of skills that intersect business innovation

strategies, change management and digitization.

Learn more about the figure of the Servitization Manager at https://servitizationmanager.eu/servitization-

manager/

SERVITIZATION MANAGER

https://servitizationmanager.eu/servitization-manager/


• Promote digital servitization strategies particularly in manufacturing companies

• Understand the benefits and risks that implementing new business models may present

• Transfer operational tools to:

o Stimulate the generation of servitization strategies that are sustainable both technologically and from an

economic-financial and risk management perspectives

o Accompany change in operational processes and corporate culture

GOALS

The course aims to achieve the following objectives:



TO WHOM IT IS ADDRESSED
Through a multidisciplinary approach and active teaching methodologies, the

servitization is treated in terms of three macro areas.

The first area deals with the theories of Servitization to clarify the concept. The

second clarifies the reasons why Servitization is important for companies and

organizations from the perspective of the provider and the customer. The third

module will look at how Servitization can be enabled and the challenges that could

arise in the process.

The course is aimed at:

• Entrepreneurs who want to understand how they can create competitive barriers

in their markets and seize business opportunities through new models of

approaching the market facilitated by 4.0 technologies.

• R&D Managers, Technical Managers, Product Managers, Sales and Strategic

Marketing Managers, Operation Managers, Supply Chain Managers, Innovation

Managers, and other management figures who want to acquire qualified skills to

assist companies on a path of innovation that leads them toward a Product-

Service System (PSS) business model.

• Even larger companies that want to create "internal teams" to the launch of

Service Innovation initiatives.

• All Professionals who want to expand and/or refine their skills to support the

companies with which they collaborate in changing their approach from

"product oriented" to "customer oriented" using the 4.0 enabling technologies

as much as possible.



METHOD OF DELIVERY

 Online via Zoom on days 27 - 28 - 29 October and 03 - 04 - 05 - 10 –11

November 2022

 25 hours + 4 hours of registration + 2 hours of servitization coaching

(optional)

The teaching methodology includes:

⇢ Experiential learning with hands-on practicals

⇢ Application of case studies applied to real production contexts

⇢ Participation of witnesses and practical examples from different industrial

sectors

⇢ Servitization coaching for concrete application to one's own reality

business

The Things+ metodology is the reference methodology required to achieve the qualification of Servitization Manager - CEPAS Bureau
Veritas.

https://friulinnovazione.it/it/consulenza-e-supporto/%C3%A8-lora-della-service-economy/
https://friulinnovazione.it/it/consulenza-e-supporto/%C3%A8-lora-della-service-economy/


COURSE STRUCTURE

25 HOURS OF TRAINING

2 HOURS OF SERVITIZATION COACHING

SERVITIZATION IDEA GENERATION

12 HOURS

DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGIES

13 HOURS

SERVITIZATION COACHING

2 HOURS



PARTICIPANTS OF PAST EDITIONS

Product	manager,	13,60%	

Consultant,	22,70%	

Sales	Rep,	9,10%	
CEO,	9,10%	

Marke ng	&	Sales,	13,60%	

Project	Manager,	18,20%	

CFO,	13,60%	



«The course is very well structured in

the choice of subject areas and

topics. The interactivity and

continuous confrontation between

lecturers and participants, made the

course enjoyable and fluid while

keeping the precise focus in each

lecture.»

PARTICIPANTS’ FEEDBACK

«The course was organized in an interesting, interactive and centered

manner.

The participation of motivated and trained professionals ensured that the

topics covered became extremely usable and easily understood. Last but

not least, I appreciated the constant involvement of the participants who,

throughout the course, were able to engage with each other, generating

great added value to the work done.»

Francesco Latorre, Engineer Mauro Colussa, Project Manager

«It was very interesting to learn about this new corporate figure, the skills he or she must have

to accompany the company in the innovation process and keep the company business

competitive. From my purely technical point of view (I am a computer scientist) it is important

to understand the changes that are taking place to keep up with the level of technology

required by the current and future needs of companies in the area. I would like to thank all

those who participated in organizing the course and the people who spoke as guests; I believe

that learning about experiences in the field is a valuable way to learn.»

Diego Saba

Project Manager



PARTICIPANTS’ FEEDBACK

«You have succeeded in conveying the message that Servitization is not Industry 4.0, I

appreciated the quality, preparation and clarity of the interventions; to focus on

Servitization in its adoption by, also, SMEs; the methodological components both BMC and

Things+ (I am studying it on the documentation you suggested to consult).

I hope that this type of course will be increasingly successful in terms of participation

especially by SMEs.»

Marcello Ingaramo, Digital Transformation Executive Advisor

«I strongly and intimately wanted to attend the course since I had been hearing about the 

new "methodology/philosophy/strategy" for some time already, and could not find any 

contextualization, practical cases and especially dedicated training other than what can be 

found on the web solely in English. I was "thrilled" to say the least by the academic 

explanation of Professor Gualtiero Fantoni and the intervention from the "control room" of 

Giovanni Cadamuro that objectified all the words spent in the classroom.

However, I must award the gold medal, also by virtue of a weakness of mine on the topic 

treated by Valeria Forzano, since everything concerning the subjective sphere of the 

person, behavior, thought, conditioning (active and passive), have always considerably 

intrigued me.

Nowadays, the subjective aspect and knowledge of human relatedness is a fundamental

part of everyday life, both in work and in leisure relationships and therefore knowing and

recognizing the various aspects/attitudes is "a weapon" indispensable in everything one

does.»Matteo Zanin

CEO Onesolution



PARTICIPANTS’ FEEDBACK
«The world of the future will not belong to the greatest, but to the most agile. To accelerate the process, however, a change in

mentality is needed. Two concepts expressed by Professor Siagri in his book and deeply rooted in me. The course proposed and

which I was fortunate enough to participate this past February is exciting to say the least. Concrete and precise, never dispersive,

or sophisticated. The topics follow one another and unravel in an engaging way, beautifully expounded by professionals of the

highest quality.

I really learned a lot from the course certainly because I met open-minded and intelligent people capable of sharing their
experiences and knowledge. During the two-week course I felt part of a working group. I really received a lot.»

Daniele Gottardo, Sales Manager in RPRO Refrigerazione Professionale

«I found the course very intense and dynamic; I appreciated the choice to place emphasis, rather

than on teaching, on sharing real experiences of professionals who are absolute benchmarks in

Servitization.

Surely, thanks to the guidance of very competent lecturers, the group exercises on a model case

that allowed an open and fruitful discussion among participants, were very effective. Also useful for

those who want to proceed with Certification as a Servitization Manager.»

Roberto Zoggia, Programme Management in Electrolux Italia Spa

«A course that sheds new light on the fundamental parameters of a business, in line with the latest

technological innovations. Focused on the aspects of value that a customer attaches to products or services,

and the methods, from the most traditional to the most modern, for gathering and using information,

exploiting its most value-added aspects. The course "builds" the new professional figure of the Servitization

Manager from the skills and experience of the participants.

Thanks to the work of Strategia&Controllo, one feels constantly attentive and participatory, stimulated to

contribute to the development of the topics covered.

The structure of the course, the environment in which it is organized and the atmosphere in the classroom

make the work smooth and "light”.»

Claudio Marziani, Digital Servitization Specialist in Electrolux Professional



TESTIMONIES FROM PREVIOUS 

EDITIONS



GENERATING SERVITIZATION IDEAS 

The first stage involves analyzing the context and assessing the opportunities

for the company to modify its offerings.

Then, starting from the needs of customers and the use of the technologies

available to digitize products and processes, the company will be called upon

to generate new business ideas and define the new concept of servitization.

• Introduction to Service Innovation

• Examples of Service Innovation in different sectors and in different areas

• Introduction to the methodology: the Servitization Manager as facilitator

of the transformation processes

• Service Innovation workshop: focus on generating possible ideas

• Contaminations: the opportunities of the IoT world to support servitization

strategies (IoT)

• Digitizing the customer relationship (CRM-ERP)

• Service Innovation Lab: focus contaminating market opportunities with

technological opportunities



STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION

Outline a clear commercialization strategy for the servitized product based

on the previously defined elements (servitization concept, company

capabilities, product portfolio, resources, key elements of the business

model, etc.).

The last step involves defining the appropriate kpi for monitoring the offer

to ensure that the level of service is guaranteed, and the indicators for

monitoring performance to highlight any inefficiencies or possible

improvements.

• Planning (and controlling) change in the company

• Application solutions to support service

• Service Innovation Lab: Plan for commercialization and

internationalization

• Structuring the commercialization plan with economic-financial

evaluation and risk management

• Servitization and Circularity: for a sustainable economy

• Servitization and Finance: the financial impact of servitization

• Ordinary Finance and Fintech

• Incentives and grants to support servitization strategies

• Servitization Manager Certification



SERVITIZATION COACHING

Individual in-depth study to support the implementation in the

company of the Service Innovation methodologies covered during the

course.



LECTURERS

Alessandra Gruppi

Cepas BV 001 Certified Servitization Manager
With a degree in Economics and Banking, an MBA in International Business, a master’s degree in Business Coaching and NLP,

she focuses on planning and strategic control, start-up and business coaching. She is a lecturer in strategic marketing at MIB

School of Management and collaborates as a trainer with other business schools and institutions internationally. She is also an

Innovation Manager registered in the MISE list, Certification of managerial skills issued by RINA SERVICES S.p.A, certificate

CCM-412/19. Mentor of PID (Punti Impresa Digitali) - Digital Enterprise Points for the Chambers of Commerce of Italy, and

Chairwoman and founding member of Strategia&Controllo Srl.

Gualtiero Fantoni

Engineer
With a degree in Mechanical Engineering, he is Associate Professor at the Department of Civil and Industrial Engineering at the

University of Pisa and scientific coordinator of the ENDuRE project that aims to help startups be more resilient. With also a PhD in

Robotics, Automation and Bioengineering from the University of Pisa, he is author of more than 50 scientific papers and co-inventor

of 10 patents. He is the President of Leaning Lab Pisa and co-founder of Errequadro Srl and Zerynth.

Sandra Benbow

Business Model Innovation and Digital Consultant
Sandra is a Senior Industrial Fellow of Aston University, UK, and a business consultant with a track record of accelerating company

transformation through business model innovation and new technology adoption. She has been part of the Advanced Services

Group for five years.

As the Programme Manager for the Advanced Services Growth programme she supported 80 UK-based SMEs to increase GVA by

£19.2M and create 70 new jobs. She has specialist knowledge of advanced services and servitization in the manufacturing sector and

holds an MBA with distinction from Aston University. Sandra supports advisory services, including organisational development

workshops, executive education and commissioned projects, particularly in Europe.

She is an International Telecommunication Union (ITU) Digital Innovation Expert and Advisor to European countries

on strengthening their national approach toward the ICT-centric innovation.

As a cleantech enthusiast, Sandra supports a UK-based engineering company to commercialise and servitize a revolutionary electric

vehicle charging technology set to disrupt the global market.



LECTURERS

Paolo Piercarlo Mauri

Servitization Manager, Customer Care Director, Electrolux Professional
With a degree in Sociology of Organization, after holding various positions in R&D, Quality and Product Management, he is

currently in charge of after-sales services in Electrolux Professional.

His responsibilities cover both the more traditional aspects of structuring equipment maintenance and development plans,

and the more innovative aspects of Service Digitalization.

Valeria Forzano

Professional Training & Coaching Consultant
With a degree in Classical Humanities, an MBA in International Business, International Teachers Program and NLP, she is

Process Counselor accredited by Italian Society of Counseling, and a Lecturer at the MIB Trieste School of Management.

For years, she has been involved in helping people and organizations achieve their goals. She is Partner of Strategia&Controllo

Srl.

Boris Golob

Step Ri CEO
As a business consultant and lecturer for more than 20 years, Boris has been working with startups, incumbent companies, and

scientists. His fields are product and service innovation methodologies and commercialization strategies, and he is a leading

Southeast Europe expert in business model innovation. Boris also worked for international development organizations like

UNDP, Swiss Contact and GIZ in Eastern European countries. Boris created methodology for product servitization and initial

digital transformation in SMEs. He is certified as Servitization Manager, EIC Accelerator expert evaluator and one of World's 28

Business Model Canvas Strategyzer certified trainers. Among others, he finished “Outcome-driven-Innovation Process

Foundations Course” at Strategyn Institute, Washington DC USA, “Disruptive strategy course” at HBX +Harvard Business

School and “Making the shift to services - executive workshop” at Institute for Manufacturing, University of Cambridge UK.



LECTURERS

Oscar P. Legnani and Beatrice C. Pirovano

Lawyers, Founder, and Partners, LegnaniLegal
On the strength of the experience gained over the years in business contracting, corporate law and data protection, the

LegnaniLegal firm has verticalized on legal assistance in the paths of Business Innovation, with a view to partnership with the

client and enhancement of corporate assets.

Digital servitization, in particular, imposes on the Enterprise a rethinking of its contractual "assets," starting from the legal

architecture of its relationships (with the transition, within the supply chain, from counterparties to strategic partners), up to

the redefinition of contractual terms (sale of a product vs. provision of a service).

These issues were addressed by LegnaniLegal directly "in the field," along with the platforms that first brought service

transformation to Italy, and the Enterprises that decided to undertake their own servitization process.

Tommaso Cuzzolin

Advisor Industriale, Strategia&Controllo
With a degree in Economics and Finance from Ca' Foscari University, he specialized in Corporate Finance on business

acquisition processes and also holds a master’s degree in Turnaround & Change Management, focused on strategies and

operational aspects for corporate revitalization, both from CUOA in Vicenza.

In-depth study of Alternative Finance, the world of alternative finance and Fintech held by Politecnico of Milano.

He is a registered Innovation Manager in the MISE list.

Ferruccio Maccarini

Founder Paradigmix
He has been in the service business for more than 30 years, with experience in financial leasing and bank-issued shared service

centers. He is co-author of the national industrial patent of the "System for life cycle management and control and for the risk

assessment of production facilities."

Currently involved in the management of the Internal Control System in a leading credit group, he previously held the

positions of CFO, CIO, COO and CSO.



TUTOR

Daiana Pase

Process & Control, Strategia&Controllo
With a degree in Economics Management & Organization from the University of Udine, she specialized in "Lean Manufacturing:

Management of operations according to the principles and methods of Lean Manufacturing" at the University of Padua.

In Strategia&Controllo she is involved in corporate reorganization, analysis of the organizational climate, monitoring of the

company performance, and in Servitization projects.

Claudio Danelutto

Servitization Manager, Business Innovation Strategia&Controllo
With a degree in Electronic Engineering and a passion for Marketing, IoT and Digital Platforms in B2B contexts, he is involved in

the development of servitization strategies and business innovation particularly for the manufacturing industry.

CEPAS - Bureau Veritas Certified Servitization Manager.



WITNESS FROM

THE TECH

WORLD 

Andreas Schroeder

Senior Lecturer for Information Systems
He began his career as a project manager for process engineering in the chemical industry in Germany. His work led him to be

involved in the design of IT systems for business processes, and he decided to pursue the topic with a Master’s Degree and a

PhD in Wellington, New Zealand.

He is a core member of the Advanced Service Group (ASG), a center of excellence in research and practice on servitization and

advanced services.

At ASG he leads the research on the role and value of data in the context of advanced services.

Andreas works with manufacturers to explore how digitalization, big data, and the Internet of Things can support their

strategic change and the adoption of advanced services business models.

https://www.advancedservicesgroup.co.uk/about-us/staff/


PROMOTERS Strategia&Controllo
https://www.strategiaecontrollo.com/
Strategia&Controllo is a Management Consulting firm established in 1999 that can provide an important operational and strategic support to companies whose goal is to

increase value for their clients through business development, strategic revitalization and internal reorganization.

Strategia&Controllo can count on the expertise of a group of professionals with specializations in different business fields, but sharing management training and international

experience. 6 Innovation Managers and 4 Servitization Managers are part of the team.

BEAM ME UP
https://www.beammeup.it/
Beam Me Up is configured as a technology provider that leverages data analytics systems to conduct market analysis, identifying training needs that meet the new needs of

the world of work, and a highly engineered system to automate processes related to the design, implementation, and digitization of higher education courses.

Beam Me Up designs and implements digital training of modern content and mode of delivery. The developed teaching model makes it possible to reduce learning time and

increase in-depth knowledge.

Servitly
https://www.servitly.com/en/
Servitly is a software vendor that offers OEMs an enterprise SaaS for managing their connected products, monetizing IoT data, delivering and selling smart services,

supporting the delivery of advanced services (pay-per-use, pay-per-outcome, pay-per-availability), and transforming products into services (equipment-as-a-service).

Servitly helps manufacturing companies maximize the value of their servitization initiatives.

The Advanced Services Group
https://www.advancedservicesgroup.co.uk/
The Advanced Services Group (ASG) is the world’s primary research center focused exclusively on the adoption of servitization and outcome-based business models.

Founded in 2011 at Aston Business School, its mission is to transform global manufacturers and technology innovators by developing models and frameworks that enable

innovation and services-led strategies.

https://www.strategiaecontrollo.com/
https://www.beammeup.it/
https://www.servitly.com/en/
https://www.advancedservicesgroup.co.uk/


COST

The participation fee for the course (25 hours + 2 hours) is € 750.00 +

VAT.

20% discount for registrations BEFORE September 30th.

For more information on possible social conventions and facilities-tax

credit Training 4.0 contact the secretariat of Strategia&Controllo

☞ Email team@strategiaecontrollo.it

☞ Phone +39 0434 507523

mailto:team@strategiaecontrollo.it


www.strategiaecontrollo.com/

+39 0434 507523

Via Roveredo 20/b Pordenone 33170

team@strategiaecontrollo.it

http://www.strategiaecontrollo.com/
mailto:team@strategiaecontrollo.it

